Description
A vehicle tracking and monitoring system suitable for all 12 or 24 volt Vehicles including HGV, LCV, plant and agricultural.

Uses
The system is an invaluable tool for use in keeping track of your fleet of vehicles 24 hours a day. It is also accepted by insurers as a Thatcham Category 6 accredited tracking device and is subject to a subscription with a minimum of a one year term.

Scorpion Track Fleet offers the following benefits:
- Live Maps
- Geofence (POI)
- Calendar
- Scheduled Reports
- Historical Data
- User Definable Alerts
- Instant Reports
- Weather Information
- Live Dashboard
- Geofence from Route

Reports
Scorpion Track Fleet provides the following reports on both an ad-hoc or scheduled platform. Daily, monthly, journey, idle, speed, alerts, odd hours, POI, engine, engine service, auxiliary functions and timesheets.

System Requirements
The system will allow multiple users to log-in simultaneously using:- Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Android and iPad.
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Additional Auxiliary inputs and outputs

The auxiliary function enables the system to receive and send data to and from the vehicle and is suitable for a number of circumstances for example:

- Alarm Buttons
- Siren Usage
- Door Circuits
- Blue Lights
- Pin Switches
- Additional Lights

Driver Identification tags

Where multiple drivers may use a single vehicle, a receptacle and driver I.D. touch keys can be added to the system which will distinguish one driver from another.

The receptacle will need to be fitted inside the cab area and there will be an installation requirement of a 12mm hole into either plastic or metal within the vehicle.